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From beneath a
shroud of fig trees on
a karst ridge near
Exmouth lies the
concealed cave
entrance of C215.
This multilevel cave
has speleothem
decorations and fig
tree roots all the way
down & into the water
table. A couple of
restrictive floor holes
brings you to the
bottom level – where
a muddy floored
passage leads to a
root choked canal
type passage beyond
which the longest cave
dive in a Cape Range
cave (presently
100m+ and continuing)
commences.

First dived by Andrew
Poole in the mid-90s,
the passage was
extended some
10-20m underwater
where submerged
speleothems are seen
and a restriction
encountered. Perth
cave diving PACK
Rats Paul Hosie &
Karl Hall extended this
in two successsive
dives in Mar & Apr
2001. The first dive by
Paul was expected to
close out the
underwater passage
after 20m. Instead,
Paul found the
terminus of the
shallow phreatic
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passage at the 100m
mark (from end of
canal / start of dive) at
which point the
passage descends via
two floor holes to a
horizontal phreatic
conduit at a depth of
9m. With the passage
continuing to the North
at 9m and floor holes
to deeper levels seen,
the next push was left
to Karl who

The map attached is
compiled from these
dives and shows the
shallow and lower
conduit levels. The
shallow passage is a
small vertical phreatic
type, some 1 - 1.5m
wide and 1 – 2m high.
Very sharp & hard
limestone protrusions
along the passage
provide for some
challenging
underwater
manouevering – a
streamlined sidemount
rig is essential. Floor
holes and Avens along
the shallow passage
maintain indications of
the multilevel nature of
the cave. The water in
the shallow passages
beautiful, drinkable
fresh water, whilst the
water in the 9m
conduit is notably
brackish. Many
troglobitic shrimp and
blind gudgeon fish are
to be seen. The
remipede may be
present but has not
yet been sighted.

Thanks go to Darren
Brooks for
co-ordinating and
assisting with the cave
diving efforts. Anyone
considering caving or



cave diving in the area
is strongly encouraged
to contact him before
their visit.
Dbrooks@nwc.com.au
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Trip Report for visit of 30 June - 01 July 2001

It is with some relief that I am happy to report that the cave C215 in the Cape
Range near Exmouth, WA has been dived to its maximum current possible
extent by Perth cave divers Karl Hall, Craig Challen & myself, with kind
assistance by Dean Slater. Total length of submerged passage = 315m,
terminating in a large 7m3 room which sumps into silt and impassable
horizontal fissure at -14m. This makes the cave one of the five longest on the
Cape Range, the longest being Wanderer's Delight at some 6.7km surveyed
(dry !!). This cave will be worth re-diving following the next set of cyclonic
rains that flush the cave (within the next ten years ?) - it may be either longer
or shorter afterwards !!

A floor hole from the lower passage went to the cave's deepest point - 18.4m
(salt water). The top 9m are fresh water, an interface zone at 10m and salt
water below make this an anchialine cave - favoured habitat of the remipede,
though none were sighted. The final push dive took 1hour 42mins using 3x 7ltr
cylinders each.

Why relief you ask ? Well that's because it is one of the most difficult cave
diving sites we have dived thus far - tight, silted out passages with numerous
sharp protrusions to reckon with. Restrictions with mega-silty mud floors and
a thin sulphurous layer at 10m that looks like you're diving in weak tea with no
milk (or sugar - tastes pretty revolting !!!).

On the up-side, the cave has lots of submerged Bell Rooms (3m3 average)
evenly spaced above the passage, lots of blind gudgeonfish, blind shrimp and
a swag of troglobitic fauna above water including skeddigerimorphs (they look
as impressive as they sound), two types of millipede, a blind spider and
possibly a troglobitic scorpion (not sighted).

The updated map, more info as well as photos of the dry and diveable
passages plus trog fauna are all available for viewing on this site. Dean Slater
assisted by providing surface topographic feature mapping using GPS. A
picture of the topo map area with the cave passages and plotted surface
features also appears on the website. There was little actual correlation
between the surface features & cave passage although the cave passage is
heading NNW towards the ocean.

Thanks once again go to Darren Brooks for arranging site access for the
weekend's diving. Exploration & Discovery Dive, April 2001 By Paul Hosie

With serious thanks to Darren Brooks in Exmouth, I was able to push what
was considered to be (or a hoped to be anyhow !!) a pinched out cave in the
Cape Range that is kind of awkward to get down to the water and not very
extensive as far as dry caving goes.

So being briefed to expect little past the 20m or so dived by Andrew Poole a
number of years ago, I swam to the end of the canal with Darren, tied off the
red reel and left him behind in order to follow the narrow passage with it's
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razor sharp, sculpted protrusions.

It had been known, but I was still surprised to see a stalagmite and a crystal
column (some flowstone on the RH wall too) at the 10 to 15m mark down the
small passage. Getting past this point was a challenge in 3D space
management but was worth it as the passage definitely continued. It was
clear that a diver with backmounts wouldn't be getting past this point, so on I
went ! The passage meandered to the NW, gradually descending from -1.5m
at the start to -5m at the end - of my reel some 90m on ! The passage size
and shape remained fairly constant over this distance - 1m wide and 1-1.5m
high. Small, silty floor holes peppered the passage and the controlling joint is
evident in the ceiling most of the way along. With no branching passages or
other trickery (and lots of air), I decided to leave the reel and continue on a
'little bit'.

Well, it was a cave divers dream ! - some 20m on, the small shallow passage
ended in two large floor holes going straight down and entering a major
conduit (3m wide, 1-1.5m high) although with a soft silty floor. Two jump reels
didn't get me very far down the conduit, but enough to realise this was going
and that there were more floor holes of passable dimensions descending
from this level as well. Tying off and surveying out, my first thought was for
Karl Hall to get back in here with a decent reel !

Darren was disappointed because he realised he would be back here again in
this grotty little cave, but I think excited also at the prospect of the conduit
passages and what they may hold in store. This is the first cave in the Cape
Range (of some 500+ known caves) where underwater passages 'go'. Where
they go and what they do will hopefully add to the understanding of the
Cape's cave systems and their development.

The dives would not have been possible without the assistance of Exmouth
locals Paul Brooks (Darren’s dad), Ken Cameron & my wife Taka who
assisted in lugging dive gear down to the water and allowing me to
experience the discoveries in this beautiful cave with its excellent potential.

The full map from that first dive as well as photos taken are on this website.

The Perth PACK Rats hope to return, explore & map this cave in the coming
months.
Anyone interested in assisting are welcome to contact us through the
trimixdivers email lighthouse.
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